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Marissa Meyer; read by Rebecca Soler
Flawed

Cecelia Ahern

* The Scarlet Letter meets Divergent in this thoughtful and thrilling audiobook by bestselling author Cecelia Ahern.

Celestine follows the rules, which is perfect in a society governed by an unyielding punishment system. One wrong decision and your skin is painfully branded as Flawed. When Celestine makes the forbidden decision to help a Flawed she is thrown on trial by her boyfriend Art's father, head of the Tribunal. She must decide if she's willing to stand up for what she believes in, endure heinous brandings and lose Art forever, or be a puppet for the Tribunal but keep him by her side.

Cracks form in the Tribunal's foundation. Celestine seeks help in Carrick, a mysterious Flawed boy she meets while imprisoned, and someone she knows will help her. Underground rebellions are forming, pushing for what's right. Maybe being right or wrong isn't so black and white. But it is life or death.

Cecelia Ahern's first young adult novel is a thought-provoking look at society and human nature, doused with intense romance and family dynamics.

Everybody stays still in their seats, waiting, my heart beating loudly over the silence. Two Whistleblowers climb aboard blowing silver whistles so loudly most people block their ears. They're wearing their signature red vests over black combat pants and shirts. They make their way towards me and the old man.

'See? I told you it will be fine,' I tell the man over the noise. 'They're here. Help is here.' He nods faintly, his eyes closed. I expect them to go to the old man who is passed out on the chair, exhausted and taking short breaths, sweat covering his skin in a fine layer of film. But they don't go to him. They come for m...

CECILIA AHERN is the award-winning and bestselling author of many adult novels including P.S. I Love You, which was a major motion picture in 2005. This is her debut young adult novel. She resides in Ireland.
Invision

Sherrilyn Kenyon; read by Holter Graham

The next novel in the bestselling Chronicles of Nick series from #1 New York Times bestselling author Sherrilyn Kenyon

Think you have a lot of pressure on your shoulders? Nick Gautier was born to bring about the end of the world. . . it's not easy being the heir of a demon overlord.

But Nick is determined to thwart his destiny and get into a good college. To be more than his genetics and prophecy foretell. No one is ever going to tell this stubborn Cajun who and what he really is. Or how to live his life.

Not even the Fates of the Universe. But now that he and his team of ancient gods and demons have claimed the Eye of Ananke and he sees the missteps of the future, he has to battle the demons within that are far deadlier and more treacherous than any he's battled before. All the while his arch nemesis is back and determined to reclaim his place as the harbinger for Armageddon. Even if it means killing Nick and barbecuing everyone he loves to do so.

PRAISE

"[A] publishing phenomenon . . . [Sherrilyn Kenyon is] the reigning queen of the wildly successful paranormal scene . . . Just one example of arguably the most in-demand and prolific authors in America these days." -Publishers Weekly

"Kenyon’s writing is brisk, ironic and relentless imaginative. These are not your mother's vampire novels." -Boston Globe

"[An] engaging read." -Entertainment Weekly

New York Times bestselling author SHERRILYN KENYON is a regular in the #1 spot. This extraordinary bestseller continues to top every genre in which she writes. More than 60 million copies of her books are in print in more than one hundred countries. Her current series include The Dark-Hunters, The League, and Chronicles of Nick. Her Chronicles of Nick and Dark-Hunter series are soon to be major motion pictures.
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